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FINANCE AND CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

16th Meeting, 2016 (Session 5) 
 

Wednesday 14 December 2016 
 
The Committee will meet at 11.00 am in the David Livingstone Room (CR6). 
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

to take item 3 in private. 
 
2. Draft Budget: The Committee will take evidence from— 
 

Jim Harra, Director General Customer Strategy and Tax Design, and 
Sarah Walker, Deputy Director Devolution, HMRC. 
 

3. Work programme: The Committee will consider its work programme. 
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Clerk to the Finance and Constitution Committee 

Room T3.60 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 348 5215 

Email: James.Johnston@parliament.scot 
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Finance and Constitution Committee 

16th Meeting (Session 5), Wednesday 14 December 2016 

Draft Budget Scrutiny 

 
1. The purpose of this paper is to inform the Committee’s evidence session with 
HMRC at which it will hear from— 
 

 Jim Harra, Director General Customer Strategy and Tax Design; and 

 Sarah Walker, Deputy Director Devolution 

 
2. In advance of the session HMRC was invited to provide a written submission 
covering the following topics— 
 

 Update on HMRC’s progress in taking forward relevant elements of the 
Fiscal Framework including the provision of relevant data to the Scottish 
Government and Scottish Fiscal Commission (SFC);  

 Update on how the Scottish Rate of Income Tax (SRIT) is working so far; 

 Update on preparations for the full devolution of income tax rates and 
bands; 

 Identification of Scottish taxpayers – accuracy of data; 

 Differences between PAYE and Self-Assessment data; 

 Timing and transparency of in-year data to inform income tax forecasts; 

 Details of level of data provided to the Office for Budget Responsibility 
(OBR) in relation to income tax forecasts compared to the level of data 
which can be provided to the Scottish Government/SFC; 

 Memorandum of Understanding with the Scottish Government; and 

 Details of relationship between the SFC and HMRC 

 
3. HMRC’s written submission is attached as Annexe A. 
 
4. A private paper from SPICe containing suggested lines of questions is also 
attached at Annexe B. 
 
 
 
 

Committee Clerks, 
December 2016 
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Finance & Constitution Committee  

 

16th Meeting (Session 5), Wednesday 14th December 2016 

 

HMRC Written Evidence 

 

How SRIT is working so far & preparations for the full devolution of income tax 
rates and bands  

 

IT Systems and Processes 
The necessary changes to HMRC’s IT systems and processes to accommodate the 
Scottish rate of income tax (SRIT) have been successfully delivered.  The most 
recent changes, in October this year, will ensure that Self-Assessment and 
accounting systems correctly identify and record Scottish income tax. Some 
additional changes are required to implement the further Scotland Act 2016 income 
tax power – these updates will build on the functionality already in place for SRIT 
and are within schedule and budget for delivery.    
  
Legislation 
Some minor consequential amendments to legislation are required to ensure that the 
way in which various parts of the income tax system (e.g. pensions and gift aid) 
interact with Scottish income tax powers remains unchanged when further income 
tax powers commence next year. These consequential changes were published in 
an HMRC Technical Note on 30th November and will be laid before Parliament early 
next year.     
 
Compliance  
HMRC’s high level compliance approach in relation to Scottish taxpayer status 
continues to be discussed between HMRC & SG officials. The approach is based on 
analysis of risks, taking account of the likely behaviour of different categories of 
taxpayer, and is designed to ensure that activity represents best value for money for 
the Scottish Government.  
 
The exact extent and nature of HMRC’s compliance approach will depend on the 
extent of divergence in rates/thresholds between Scotland and the rest of the UK.  
 

Identification of Scottish Taxpayers – accuracy of data 

 
To test Scottish taxpayer identification before the start of the tax year, in December 
2015 approximately 2.5m notification letters were sent to people identified as likely to 
be Scottish taxpayers - recipients being identified by a scan of HMRC records 
designed to flag instances of Scottish addresses. However, feedback (via our range 
of stakeholder contacts) soon reported instances of Scottish taxpayers not receiving 
a letter.  
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In response, HMRC carried out a review of the records scanning process, which 
established that there had been an error in the parameters of the scan. These 
parameters were set in a manner which did not pick up all formats in which Scottish 
addresses were recorded on HMRC IT systems. The scan had not therefore flagged 
all HMRC records with a Scottish address and those missed had not received a 
notification letter. 
 
Detailed analysis of all address records on our Income Tax IT systems established 
that 420,000 taxpayers with a Scottish address record had not been flagged as 
Scottish taxpayers and had not received a notification letter. This error did not have 
any financial consequences for either taxpayers or the Scottish Government and was 
rectified within weeks of the start of the tax year by an IT solution which placed an 
identification marker against all Scottish address records within HMRC systems. 
Extensive analysis and testing undertaken since it was discovered leaves us 
confident in the accuracy of our scan of address data to identify Scottish taxpayers 
and our previous estimates of the Scottish taxpayer population (2.5m to 2.6m).   
 
Working with the Scottish Government, HMRC has used the Scottish Government 
payroll to check for any outstanding Scottish taxpayer identification issues. This has 
provided significant reassurance that identification is working as intended with 
Scottish taxpayers flagged as such on HMRC records. We are undertaking similar 
tests with other large Scottish employers to corroborate these findings.  

 
Having applied extensive statistical resource to analyse all HMRC Scottish address 
records, the number of Scottish taxpayers identified through this process is in line 
with previous estimates, which were based on data samples of the Scottish taxpayer 
population. It has also enabled instances of duplicate records on HMRC systems to 
be identified and rectified. 

 
While this analysis and testing has provided far greater insight into and assurance of 
our identification of Scottish taxpayers, we recognise that Scottish taxpayer 
identification is a continuing process. Analysis and action will always be required to 
maintain and wherever possible improve the accuracy of HMRC’s address data.  

 

Differences between PAYE and Self-Assessment data 

Employers provide HMRC with monthly tax payments and data related to the income 
and tax deductions of their employees. For those taxpayers within the PAYE system, 
data and receipts are therefore received on a near ‘real-time’ basis. After the end of 
the tax year, the employee’s tax liability for the year is determined and reconciled 
against the tax deducted from income during the year; any overpayment being 
repaid to the employee and any underpayment being recovered from the employee, 
usually by adjusting their PAYE deductions in the following tax year.  

For those taxpayers whose income is taxed under Self-Assessment, Self-
Assessment returns do not have to be submitted until Jan 31st following the tax year. 
It is only at this point that Scottish taxpayer status and tax liability is determined.  

This has obvious implications for the data which can be provided in relation to 
Scottish income tax receipts (see below).  
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Timing and transparency of in-year data to inform income tax forecasts 

HMRC recognises the importance of in-year data being available for forecasting 
Scottish income tax receipts and evaluating policy options. 
 
HMRC is working with SG to ensure that arrangements are put in place to provide a 
monthly, in-year, figure of total Scottish income tax deductions through PAYE. This 
will provide the aggregate of tax deductions made by employers from the pay of 
employees who are Scottish taxpayers (from the monthly PAYE information provided 
by employers). 
 
Since the vast majority of income tax is paid via PAYE (only circa 13-14% is paid via 
Self-Assessment), HMRC believe that PAYE deductions provide the best source of 
information from which to estimate likely total Scottish tax receipts. 
 
Use of in-year data to forecast Scottish income tax receipts will however need to be 
informed by the issues below which HMRC & SG are together working to evaluate 
and quantify: 
 

 PAYE – an employee’s tax code, which informs employers of the tax deductions 
that should be made, may reflect: i) reserved tax issues e.g. savings income or 
payment of student loans; and/or ii) over or under payments from a previous 
year. It is not possible therefore to isolate in all cases the tax year to which 
receipts relate or whether they constitute Scottish or UK income tax;  
     

 Self-Assessment – as noted above taxpayers within Self-Assessment neither 
report nor pay tax in real-time.  

 
 

It should be noted that these issues (with the exception of the PAYE split between 
Scottish & UK income tax) are also inherent in receipts data at a UK level. They will 
become less significant when data from a sufficient number of years is available for 
relative trends in receipts levels to be monitored. 

 

Level of data provided to the Office for Budget Responsibility in relation to 
income tax forecasts compared to the level of data which can be provided to 
the Scottish Government/Scottish Fiscal Commission 

OBR decide the methodology, assumptions and determinants to be used in the 
forecasting of income tax receipts and then we apply these to our data to produce 
OBR’s forecasts. 

The primary data used to produce the UK forecast is the ‘Survey of Personal 
Incomes’ – a large data set/sample drawn from the latest available year of income 
tax data. A version of this data set, aggregated and anonymised in some areas to 
ensure taxpayer confidentiality, has been shared with the Scottish Government to 
enable costing of policy options. There is no meaningful statistical difference 
between this data and that from which OBR forecasts of UK tax receipts are 
produced.   
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Relationship between SFC and HMRC 

We have been in correspondence with SFC officials and will shortly be meeting to 
discuss the relationship that SFC wish to have with us.  

  

 

MoU with the Scottish Government 

Scottish Government and HMRC officials have discussed necessary amendments to 
the MoU between HMRC & SG to take account of the new powers. These 
discussions are nearing conclusion and the updated and signed MoU will be made 
public in the next few days prior to the SG Draft Budget & HMRC’s appearance 
before the Scottish Parliament Finance Committee. 

 

Progress in taking forward relevant elements of the Fiscal Framework 
including the provision of relevant data to the Scottish Government and 
Scottish Fiscal Commission;  

 

Discussions are in progress with the Scottish Government to agree a Service Level 
Agreement which will set out how HMRC will administer Scottish income tax, 
including the data that will be provided to demonstrate performance and enable 
effective operation of devolved powers. Our shared aim with the Scottish 
Government is to agree the Service Level Agreement by April 2017. 
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